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A quantitative description of chemical bonds in bis(diiminosuccinonitrilo)nickel, Ni(disn)2, is made in terms
of topological properties of electron densities. These properties are obtained both from an X-ray diffraction
experiment and from molecular orbital calculations. The asphericity in electron density around the Ni ion is
surely observable from the Laplacian of the electron density with density accumulation in the dπ direction
but density depletion along the dσ (Ni-N) direction. On the basis of the topological properties at bond
critical points, the bonding between Ni and the imino nitrogen atom is classified as mainly a closed-shell
interaction but with some covalent character. The bonds within the ligand, disn, are all shared interactions,
and the bond order is reflected clearly from the density at the critical point,F(r c). Theπ-delocalization of
the molecule is precisely indicated by the bond ellipticity and is illustrated by Fermi-hole distribution. Atom
domains in the molecule are demonstrated. Molecular electrostatic potential is derived both from experiment
and from MO calculations. For all the properties, the agreement between experiment and theory is reasonable.

Introduction

Charge density distribution of the title compound has been
investigated recently through deformation density distribution
on a combined experimental and theoretical study.1 Topological
theory of atoms in molecules2 brings in a new insight into
chemical bonding characterization. The bias3-6 on how to deal
with the proper model for the promolecule is no longer a worry
since the topological analysis is based entirely on the total
electron density of the molecule. This analysis has been mainly
applied on the basis of molecular orbital calculations.7-9

Recently, a few examples were given using experimental
electron density.10-14 Such application to experimental X-ray
diffraction data requires the multipole model of atomic
density.15-17 The results of the topological analysis do provide
precise information on chemical bonding which, in fact,
enhances the value of such a multipole model. Since the bond
topological properties give a quantitative characterization of
chemical bonds, it is important to compare the properties derived
both from experiment and from wave functions. Recently, the
classification of chemical bonds based on topological analysis
of electron localization functions (ELF)18,19demonstrated even
clearer features concerning lone pairs and single, double, or
triple bonds. The result of such ELF analysis correlates
precisely with VSEPR theory. The purpose of this work is to
obtain a quantitative characterization of chemical bonds through
topological analysis in a combined experimental and theoretical
study. The magnitude of the electron density at the bond critical
point, F(r c), correlates directly with the bond distance and the
bond order. The Laplacian of electron density depicts the charge
concentration and depletion. This topology of Laplacian of
electron density also provides the physical basis for the Lewis
and VSEPR models.2,20-22 When∇2F(r ) < 0, it means the
electron density is locally concentrated atr , and when∇2F(r )
> 0, the electron density is locally depleted atr . In addition,

the Laplacian value at a (3,-1) bond critical point provides
the description of the interaction between the bonded atoms as
being closed shell (ionic) or electron shared (covalent).2 The
bond ellipticity,ε, is a direct indicator of theπ bond character.
The Fermi-hole function23-25 is a measure of Pauli repulsion
and is very useful for realizing the bond delocalization.
Molecular electrostatic potential26 (MEP) is helpful for predict-
ing a long-range electrostatic interaction27-33 such as protonation
and intramolecular hydrogen bonds.

Computation Details

The total electron density of the molecule from experiment
is calculated on the basis of the multipole parameters which
are given in our previous work1. Although the exact molecular
symmetry in the crystal isCi, the actual geometry can be
considered asD2h within three standard deviations. The
multipole coefficients,Plm, were constrained inD2h fashion.1

Since we are mainly interested in the molecular properties, total
electron density is only calculated for a single molecule both
in experiment and in theory. The total electron density from
theory is obtained by an ab initio molecular orbital calculation
at HF level, which takes no account of electron correlation
effects. The basis set of Ni atom is [14, 9, 5]/[6, 3, 2].34 Basis
sets of C, N, and H atoms are taken from 6-31G**. The
geometry of the molecule is taken to beD2h by imposing a C2
symmetry on the coordinates obtained from X-ray diffraction
data.1

A critical point (CP),r c, is a point satisfying the condition
∇F(r c) ) 0, where

This is made by the Newton-Raphson method, and the initial
position can be assigned at a point near the expected CP. The
gradient vector field of charge density is represented through a
display of the trajectories traced out by the vector∇F. A
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trajectory of∇F (gradient path) starts from some arbitrary point
r0 and moves with a step size of∆r in the direction of∇F(r0)
and then repeats with the same procedure at the next step until
such path terminates. The gradient vector field map in this work
is drawn in such a way that 48 equally spaced directions are
started around each nucleus on the projected molecular plane.
Bond paths are pairs of gradient vectors originated from bond
critical point (BCP) and terminated at neighboring atomic
nucleus, in other words, the path which goes through the
maximum local density. An atom domain is a surface of zero
flux which normally pass through BCPs and is perpendicular
to bond paths; therefore, the atom domain characterizes a unique
volume around each nucleus. MEP is obtained according to26

whereZR andrR are the charge and the location of nucleusR,
respectively.
The Gaussian94 program35 is used to do the MO calculations.

The Fermi-hole function is calculated from HF calculation and
displayed as a contour map to illustrate the electron delocal-
ization. Molecular total electron density, BCP, bond path, atom
domain, Laplacian, field gradient vector, and MEP are calculated
using the PROP36 and AIMPAC37 programs respectively for
experiment and theory.

Results and Discussion

Topological Properties and Critical Points. The molecular
structure based on the diffraction data1 is given in Figure 1. A
local maximum in electron density corresponding to a (3,-3)
CP is found at each atomic site in the molecule. A (3,-1)
BCP is located at each chemical bond in the molecule. An
additional (3, 1) ring critical point is found at the center of the
five-membered ring both from experiment and from calculation.

Starting from the BCP, there is only one direction to go, uphill
in the density, and such a path along the direction of the steepest
ascent will always terminate at a (3,-3) CP, the nucleus. Such
a trajectory is a topological bond path. The bond paths from
experiment and from theory coincide well with the actual
molecular structure. The only significant difference between
experiment and theory is in the region very close to the Ni
nucleus, where the bond path angle of N-Ni-N is slightly
smaller as calculated than as found experimentally (black lines

Figure 1. Molecular geometry and the atomic labeling of the molecule.
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TABLE 1: Properties Associated with Bond Critical Points (1st Line Experimental Values; 2nd Line Theoretical Values)

Hessian eigenvalued (e Å-5)bond
(BL (Å)) a d1b (Å) d2c (Å) λ1 λ2 λ3

∇2F(r c)e
(e Å-5)

ε

(|λ1/λ2| - 1) |λ1/λ3|
F(r c)
(e Å-3)

Ni-N1 0.91 0.92 -5.49 -5.17 22.94 12.28 0.06 0.24 0.94
(1.828) 0.86 0.97 -3.11 -2.74 26.27 20.41 0.14 0.12 0.78

N1-C1 0.81 0.52 -20.97 -16.67 16.98 -20.65 0.26 1.23 2.31
(1.332) 0.88 0.44 -20.51 -16.42 15.54 -21.39 0.25 1.32 2.39

C1-C2 0.70 0.72 -16.82 -13.77 12.72 -17.87 0.22 1.32 2.05
(1.411) 0.70 0.70 -17.55 -13.83 7.01 -24.36 0.27 2.50 2.18

C1-C5 0.72 0.71 -14.54 -12.98 13.68 -13.84 0.12 1.06 1.90
(1.432) 0.65 0.78 -14.87 -13.74 5.55 -23.06 0.08 2.68 1.99

C5-N5 0.46 0.70 -27.03 -25.73 30.41 -22.35 0.05 0.89 3.27
(1.152) 0.39 0.76 -24.53 -23.81 65.10 16.76 0.03 0.38 3.25

N1-H1 0.79 0.29 -20.21 -19.39 31.01 -8.59 0.04 0.65 1.64
(1.08) 0.81 0.27 -23.57 -23.16 14.55 -32.19 0.02 1.62 1.91

RCPf -0.67 1.30 3.32 3.95 0.26
-0.64 1.82 4.17 5.35 0.22

a BL is the bond length from experiment constrained inD2h. b d1 is the distance between BCP to the first atom in the bond.c d2 is the distance
between BCP to the second atom in the bond.d λ1, λ2, andλ3 are Hessian eigenvalues at the critical point.λ3 is along the bond path, andλ1 and
λ2 are along the directions perpendicular to the bond path.e∇2F(r c) ) λ1 + λ2 + λ3, Laplacian value at CP.f RCP is the ring critical point.

Figure 2. Gradient vector field from (a) experiment and (b) calculation.
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in Figure 5a, b). This difference is even clearly displayed in
the gradient vector maps shown in Figure 2. The relative
distribution of the tightness and looseness of the gradient paths
around Ni is quite different near the Ni nucleus (Figure 2a,b).
Detailed properties at BCP are listed in Table 1. In general,
the values from experiment and theory are in reasonably good
agreement with each other. However, significant discrepancies
are found in the∇2F(r c) values of the short triple C5-N5 and
N-H bonds. This is due to the fact that the BCP are apparently
very close to the electropositive centers C (0.39 Å) and H (0.29
Å). This will lead to the transfer of charge from the C or H to
N, as indicated by Bader for C-O and C-S bonds.2 Such
polarization may yield the fact that the BCP lies just within the
inner shell of charge depletion of C or H nucleus and thus gives

a large positiveλ3 value. This is the case for C5-N5 triple
bond, and the theoretical value ofλ3 is much larger than that of
experimental one, so that the sign of the∇2F(r c) value, i.e.,λ1
+ λ2 + λ3, is different between experiment and theory.
Nevertheless, simply looking atλ1 andλ2 values, they are all
large negative numbers indicating there is electron concentration
along the bond. The different positions for the BCPs between
experiment and theory are also shown in Table 1. In general,
the difference ind1 andd2 is larger from MO calculation than
that from experiment, especially for the bond with polar electron
density distribution. The strong effect of such difference on
theλ3 value is quite pronounced. From the table, it is apparent
that all bonds in the ligand are shared interactions. However
the bond between Ni and nitrogen atom is more like a closed
shell interaction withλ1/λ3 much less than 1, a positive∇ 2F-
(r c) value, and a small value ofF(r c). This is quite consistent
with our earlier NBO analysis,1 defining it as mainly a “dative”
or “coordinated” bond with a small percentage of covalent
character. A recent work14 points out that a positive Laplacian
value at BCP does not necessarily indicate a closed-shell,
noncovalent interaction, especially when the charge distribution
is diffuse. TheF(r c) value is often recognized as a number
highly correlated with the bond order. Sure enough, the C5-
N5 triple bond has the highestF(r c) value of 3.27. The
delocalized C-C, C-N bonds have the values of 2.0-2.4. The

Figure 3. Isovalue surface of the zero Laplacian from the MO
calculations.

Figure 4. Negative Laplacian at the molecular plane (a, b) and the enlarged plot around Ni (c, d),where (a) and (c) are from experiment and (b)
and (d) are from calculation. Contours are (2i × 10j eÅ-5, (i ) 1, 2, 3), wherej ) -1, 0, 1 for (a, b) andj ) 0, 1, 2 for (c, d). The solid red line
means positive, the broken blue line negative, and the green line zero values.
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N-H bond has a value of 1.6 e Å-3, and Ni-N, 0.94 e Å-3.
Theπ-bond character is also indicated in the bond ellipticity,ε

(λ1/λ2 - 1) value; for example, the N-H single bond and C5-
N5 triple bond are essentially cylindrically symmetric bonds,
so theε value is very small (<0.05). In contrast, theε values
of the ring C-C and C-N bond are greater than 0.2, which
strongly supports aπ bond character perpendicular to the
molecular plane.

Laplacian of the Electron Density

The zero isovalue envelope surface of the Laplacian,∇2F,
obtained from the calculation is displayed in Figure 3. This
surface separates the valence shell charge concentration (VSCC
∇2F < 0) from the region of charge depletion (∇2F > 0). This
surface encompasses the VSCC of each nucleus, (3,-3) CP,
and is continuous to the VSCC on the bonded atoms. The Ni-N
bonds, in contrary, show little charge concentration along the
bond. To further characterize the local charge concentration
and the local charge depletion in the molecule, the negative
Laplacian of the molecule is depicted in Figure 4. For the ring
C, N atoms of the ligand, each displays three local concentra-
tions of electron density around the nucleus; this signifies an
sp2-type of valence shell. The exocyclic C and N nuclei show
two local concentrations in a linear fashion expected from a
sp-hybrid valence shell. The most exciting feature of the
negative Laplacian distribution is around the transition metal
Ni nucleus. If one looks at the enlarged map of Ni (Figure
4b,d), it is clearly shown that the local concentrations of electron
density are at the bisection of two∠N1-Ni-N2 angles and
the charge depletions are along the Ni-N directions. This is
exactly in accord with the form predicted by the crystal field
theory, where electron density in the valence shell is depleted
in dσ (along Ni-N) and is accumulated along the dπ direction
(bisection of∠N1-Ni-N2). Again the agreement between the
experiment (Figure 4a,b) and the theory (Figure 4c,d) is
satisfactory. Such a feature of the asphericity in electron density
around Ni was also found in the deformation density distribu-
tion.1

Atom Domain

According to Bader et al.,2 every atom, whether free or bound,
is assigned to have its own unique space. The space of a bound
atom is often delimited by curved surfaces because of its
interaction with neighbors. This space is transferable to an atom
with a similar coordination environment. The collection of
atomic domains yields an atlas for the molecule. The atom
domain can be identified as a zero flux surface around each
atom. Such partitions projected on the molecular plane together
with the total electron density and bond paths are illustrated in
Figure 5 both from experiment (Figure 5a) and from MO
calculation (Figure 5b). Again the comparison between experi-
ment and theory is good with the shape and the areas of the
domains are nearly superimposable on each other.

Fermi-Hole Function and Electron Delocalization

A correlation function is defined by McWeeny7,23 to attribute
the relationship between the Fermi correlation and the spatial
localization of electrons. The Fermi-hole function is a distribu-
tion function for an electron of a given spin that determines the
decrease in the probability of finding another electron with the
same spin relative to a fixed position of the electron in question
(reference electron). Thus the Fermi hole describes the region
where the charge of the reference electron is spread out in space.

This function can only be derived by MO calculation. Accord-
ingly, the Fermi hole can provide information about the
localization or delocalization of the electron density. Recently
such delocalization properties of the Fermi-hole density have
been utilized to quantitatively assess the delocalization of
electrons in some aliphatic and aromatic compounds.38 Here
we try to use the same idea to analyze theπ-delocalization of
the ligand. On the basis of the bond distances of the molecule,1

the ligand, disn, is best described as a totallyπ-electron
delocalized monoanionic form.39,40 Fermi-hole densities with
reference electron located at 0.7 au above the molecular plane
(π-density) on various atomic sites of the ligand are displayed
in Figure 6a-d. Apparentlyπ-density at the nitrilo C and N
atoms (Figure 6b,d) is essentially distributed between the
neighboring atoms; that is, the bond is a localizedπ-bond. In
contrast, when the reference electron is placed on any ring C
or N atom, the Fermi-hole density is spreading out to all eight
ring atoms. (Figure 6a,c) This result reemphasizes the fact that
the ligand is a totallyπ-electron delocalized monoanionic form,
which is consistent with the result from earlier NBO analysis.1

Figure 6e indicates the bond interaction between ring N and Ni
at the molecular plane (σ-density); this manifests that although
the Ni-N bond is largely dative indicated from the positive

Figure 5. Total electron density (red),F(r ), bond path (black), and
atom domain separated with green lines from (a) experiment and (b)
calculation. Contours ofF(r ) are as in Figure 4a.
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∇2F(r c), there is still some covalent character along this bond,
again consistent with the earlier NBO results.1

Molecular Electrostatic Potential

MEP is often used as a tool to correlate structure and
reactivity of a molecule. However it is only applied in the case
where the classical Coulombic interaction is dominant, such as
in protonation processes and in hydration phenomena. In
general, the MEP has long been used as a reactivity index of
long-range chemical interactions.27-33,42 Many studies of MEP
are based on molecular orbital calculations. It would be very
useful to be able to obtain accurate values ofF(r ) and
electrostatic potential,V(r ), directly from experiment43,44 to
compare with the quantum mechanical calculation or to test the
accuracy both on experiment and on theory. Here we present
in Figure 7 the MEP of the molecule both from the multipole
model and from the HF calculation. It is pleasing to see that
the agreement between them is very good with the minimum
potential of-0.1 e Å-1 (33.2 kcal/mol) located at the nitrilo-N
atom. The intermolecular interaction cannot be addressed
properly here since the electron density is calculated only for
one molecule both in experiment and in theory, though the
multipole coefficients are indeed affected somewhat by the
crystal packing force, if there is any. For this molecular crystal,
such crystal packing force is assumed to be small. However,
electrostatic potential (EP) based on the calculated structure Fc

model41 can be used for understanding the intermolecular
interactions such as a hydrogen bond.10

Conclusion

The combined experimental and molecular orbital calculated
electron densities accompanied by their topological analyses are

used to give a quantitative characterization of bonding. The
Ni-N bond is classified as mainly a closed-shell interaction
with some covalent character while all the intraligand bonds
are shared interactions or covalent bonds. Theπ-delocalization
on the ligand is clearly indicated by bond critical point properties
and by the Fermi-hole function. Atom domains in the molecule
are illustrated to be correlated with the atomic hybrid types in
their valence shells. For all these properties, comparison is made
between experiment and theory.
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